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which render their attitude imperious toward their more flexible
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and San FranSUPEBIOB TO ABITHMETIC.
younger brethren or willful toward their superiors. Pupils receive Teacher - Johnny, if your father can do a piece of work in
cisco, who employ all their Saturdays in this work, going

with curiosity and a certain intolerance the unfamiliar methods ofdays, and your Uncle Gaorere can do it in nine days, how
the new teachers, and they often consider the ways of a new scholarwonld it take both of them?

to two cities on each Saturday. It needs to be empha-

sized that both superintendent and principal exist forwho
thecomes among them strange and unreasonable. Both these

Johnny : They'd never get it done. They'd sit down and tell

fish stories.

purpose of making it easy for the good teacher to dofacts
the illustrate the deep trait of conservatism in human nature,
best of which she is capable with the least friction which
and manifests itself even in young persons ; but many youth exhibit a greater plasticity of mind than a love of routine.
waste of energy. It is the teacher who makes the school.

THIS AND THAT.

The mere fact of the recognition that the teacher must organize
parts of the conscience into a well-knit whole is one of

This was never more true than to-day. The principal
these two

and superintendent are devices made necessary by the
the best discoveries as to the method of teaching morals. Through
evolution of the public school idea in the country thatspecific
has acts of self-sacrifice, carefully introduced into the pupil's
capricious life, he should be taught to be submissive to another's
taken the old time district school in the little red school-

The air it perfumed with the scent of the grass ,
That the mowers are cutting in swaths as they pas*.

- Bexford.

will. He must also be shown the true and ideal law of conduct, so Rev. Charles L. Dodgson, the famous writer of Alice in Wonderhouse into manufacturing center and the great city with
that he may learn to say, " I delight in thy law." But the youngland, is a bachelor.
its 1,800 children in a building and scores of buildings.
person must not be encouraged to ask why he should do certain
Louise de Rome's nom de plume, " Onida," is a childish misproThe school is to teach the child to know, to do, to think,
things, because he might then become involved in the seeming connunciation of Louisa.
and to be. The superintendent decides what the child
is
tradictions
of ethics. The conscience in any case is a collection of
general ideas, which the youth should not be taught to scrutinize ; Emilio Castelar, the famous Spanish Republican, is about reto know and largely what he is to do, but the principal
for such premature reflection would still further complicate his con- tiring from public life. He will devote the remainder of his life

decides largely how to teach the child to know and to do,
science, and might be accompanied by dangerous moral conse- to literary work.
so that he shall know how to think and to be, but the
Prince Roland Bonaparte is visiting this country, with a view to
quences.
teacher alone teaches the child to know and to do, so that
exploring the remains of ancient civilization in Mexico and the
Notes.- Of the numerous recent works on the moral training of the

he shall know how to think and to be.

young, the lollowing may here be mentioned : Messrs. N. P. Gilman Southwest.

and E. P. Jackson» Conduct as a Fine Art (Boston, 1891) ; Prof. C, C
Ethics for Young People (Boston, 1892) ; Dr. Felix Adler. The

I( Boz," a pseudonym under which Dickens often wrote, was the

tical Ethics (New York, 1892). Prof. Geo. H. Palmer, in an article

in honor of the Vicar of Wakefield, which being facetiously pro-

In a word, the superintendent says what , the principal
Everett,

nickname of a pet child, a younger brother, whom he dubbed Moses
Moral Instruction of Children (New York, 1892) ; President Hyde, Pracsay s how y and the teacher applies the how to the what.

published in the Forum for January, 1893, under the title " Can
Moral
nounced
through the nose, became Boses , and being shortened, Boz .

Conduct be taught in Schools ? " has pointed out the dangers involved
As a result of the recent publication of cheap editions of the
in any early instruction of a formal sort in morals, in view of the overScarlet Letter , Mr. Julian Hawthorne is reported to have received a
maturity of critical self-consciousness which is so likely to result.
Professor Adler's book, as cited above, also takes some account of
number of encouraging letters from people who " discover in this
this danger, and to a certain extent endeavors to put the teacher on
powerful if improbable story " the promise of " extraordinary work
his guard against it.
in the future."

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
MORAL TRAINING.
BY PBOFESSOB JOSIAH BOYCE.

The Italians have been choosing the books that a man who could
have no others would do best to read. The 214 ballots show the

HARVARD LECTURES ON TOPICS OF PSYCHOLOGY

OF INTEREST TO TEACHERS. -(XII.)
The conscience is acknowledged to be an exceedingly complex

EDITORIAL MENTION.

mental faculty of very problematic character. The popular concepAmerica
has 118 kindergarten associations.
tion of it is vague and metaphorical. It distinguishes right
and

following results : Dante, 109 ; Bible, 57 ; Shakespeare, 54 ; Her-

bert Spencer's "First Principles," 36; "I Promessi Sposi," 36;
Darwin's "Origin of Species," 28; Goethe's " Faust," 22; H.

Spencer's " System," 22 : Homer, 20; Leopardi, 19.
wrong for as in some seemingly irredncible manner. It isAa full
judgeprogram of the Educational Congresses will be found on
Lady Henry Somerset speaks of having invited a number of the
both of our present and past conduct. It exists in advance
edu- page of this issue.
theofbook

poorer people in London to her country home for a few days' outing
cation, and yet it is capable of education. Bat still there
exists
New
York State owes it to her good name that
has
comamidshe
all that
is a
most
beautiful in field and forest. One of the
unfortunately a wide diversity in the judgments of equally
intellipulsory education law that means something.
women, aboat to return, thanked Lady Henry, and added in the
gent and upright individuals. These conscientious differences of
A typical American school of twelve rooms kindest
with spirit,
teachers
" Butand
I pity you, living out here where everything
opinion are among the most familiar, and yet most lamentable
pupils all at work is a feature of the World's Fair.
is so uninteresting! "
facts of daily life ; but they can be explained by a proper underDo not fail to possess yourself at once of a copy
ofEmperor
State SuperThe
of Germany has clothes enough to last him a lifestanding of the two different functions of the conscience.
intendent
is he
one
time. It is said It
that
has a thousand suits, besides twelve dozen
A conscientious opinion has reference (1) to the value of
a benev- Hine's last report of the schools of Connecticut.
of
the
most
valuable
books
published
this
year
for
any
teacher.
saits
of
underclothing
and fifty dozen socks and handkerchiefs.
olent as against » selfish disposition, and (2) to the value of con-

Some of his suits are uniforms which would not be available if he
InsentiSt. Louis all married women teachers are to be denied a reformity to a universal law rather than to capriciouBness or
became
a private citizen, but there is no doubt that he could keep
for the crime of being married. When will school
boards
ment. The conscience thus gives two kinds of advice : election
(1) Be dehisdoing
stock of underwear replenished from the sale of these extra
the courage to dismiss every married teacher who is not
voted to a will outside of your own. Be humane. (2) have
Be obedient to a law. Have a mie of life. Be consistent» Tt orders un- her work well, and retain every one who is a first class teacher?
uniforma, ftncļ retain a little pocket mou^V besides.
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